In this paper we give feedback laws for a class of parametrized infinite horizon control problems under state constraints. We provide a two-player representation assuming time dependent dynamics and Lagrangian and the set constraints merely compact. Using viability results recently investigated for infinite horizon settings in presence of state constraints, we extend some known results for the linear-quadratic regulator problem to control problems with nonlinear dynamics in the state and affine in the control. Feedback laws are obtained under suitable controllability assumptions.
1. Introduction. The literature dealing with optimality conditions for finite or infinite horizon optimal control problems, without state constraints, is quite rich (cfr. [5, 10, 11, 23] , and the references therein). Recovering feedback laws in presence of state constraints, on other hand, appears a challenging issue for infinite horizon problems (cfr. [4, 25] ): when constraints are imposed on the state, or when barrier functions are involved, then the finite horizon techniques typically fail for infinite horizon contexts (cfr. [6] ).
In the present paper we consider the following infinite horizon control problem : where Ω ⊂ R n is compact, (t, x) ∈ R + × Ω is the initial datum, A and B are given timedependent matrices, L : R × R n × R m → R + is the Lagrangian, and h : R n → R n is a diffeomorphism. We focus on Lagrangians as marginal functions, i.e.,
where {Q(·, α), R} α≥0 is a set of positive symmetric matrices. When h(·) is the identity, convex Lagrangians can be rewritten, using duality arguments, in the form (1.1) and optimality conditions are investigated (cfr. [16, 20, 21] ). In particular, when L is also quadratic in the state and control, the above control problem is called a linear-quadratic regular (LQR) control problem. It is well studied in the context of convex control problems and Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman developments for finite and infinite dimensional systems are well known (cfr. [1, 8, 12] ). In the free-constraints case (Ω = R n ), the family of value functions of LQR problems on finite horizon, with running costs T t ( ξ , Q α (s)ξ + u, Ru ) ds where Q α (·) = Q(·, α(·)) and α : [t, T ] → R + is a continuous function, are strictly related with the solutions of the set of Riccati ordinary differential equati-ons P ′ + A ⋆ P + PA − PBR −1 B ⋆ P + Q α = 0 a.e. (1.2) with final condition P(T ) = 0 (cfr. [1, 8] ). Convex duality tools to study the LQR problem in the language of calculus of variations for finite time horizons problems have been developed and applied by Rockafellar (cfr. [19, 20, 21, 22] ). Moreover, Da Prato and Ichikawa (cfr. [13, 14] ) studied, for almost-periodic dynamics, the solutions of the above Riccati equation relating with the optimal (feedback) control of the LQR problem. However, when the system is subject to constraints in the space, or when non-quadratic costs or barrier functions are involved, the linear and quadratic techniques are no long applicable. In the presence of state constraints, recent work [16] investigates, using convex duality techniques, two-player representation results for linear-quadratic control problems with restrictions (in the space) imposed via barrier functions type (cfr. [15, 17] ).
In this work, we address the above state constrained control problem where the Lagrangian can be expressed as in (1.1). The set constraints are assumed merely compact and no smooth conditions are imposed on its boundary. We show that the value function associated can be written as a supremum of a parametrized set of value functions of quadratic control problems. Techniques from non-smooth analysis and viability theory are used to obtain the optimal synthesis for each of them parametrized problems. Furthermore, we provide controllability conditions to derive feedback laws in terms of a solution P of the Riccati differential equation (1.2) on the infinite horizon (cfr. Section 4). Such P is time dependent and, when the dynamics and Lagrangian are time invariant, then leads to an algebraic solution (P(·) = const.).
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide basic definitions and facts from nonsmooth analysis and viability. The Section 3 is devoted to the two-player formulation of a large class of infinite horizon control problems with state constraints. In Section 4, we provide sufficient conditions for obtaining feedback laws of infinite horizon quadratic control problems, under state constraints, assuming controllability assumptions.
Preliminaries.
We denote the set of nonnegative real numbers by R + and the set of natural numbers by N. B(x, δ ) stand for the closed ball in R k with radius δ > 0 centered at x ∈ R k and B . = B(0, 1). We denote by | · | and ·, · the Euclidean norm and scalar product, respectively. Let C ⊂ R k be a subset. The interior of C is denoted by intC, the closure of C by C, the boundary of C by ∂C, and the distance from
For p ∈ R + ∪ {∞} and a Lebesgue measurable set I ⊂ R n we denote by L p (I; 
it is lower and upper semicontinuous at x and it is continuous if it is continuous at each point x. The set valued map F is said to be k-Lipschitz continuous, for some k ≥ 0, if 
Then for all x 0 ∈ K there exists a solution ξ (·) on [t, T ] to the differential inclusion ξ ′ (s) ∈ F(s, ξ (s)) such that ξ (·) ⊂ K and ξ (t) = x 0 . Remark 2.3. To apply Proposition 2.2 to locally bounded set-valued maps we extend it in the following way: letG :
Value function and two-player representation. Consider the following problem
over all trajectory-control pairs (ξ (·), u(·)) satisfying the state constrained control system
, u(·)) that satisfies the state constrained control system (3.2) is called feasible (we also refer to such trajectory as feasible). The set of all controls such that the associated trajectory is feasible at the initial datum (t, x) is denoted by U (t, x). For any u ∈ U (t, x) we denote by ξ u (·) the trajectory solving (3.2) associated to the control u(·) and starting from x at time t.
T t q(s) ds, provided this limit exists. We consider the following assumptions on f i and L :
, and L (s, ·, u) are k(s)-Lipschitz continuous for a.e. s ∈ R + and for all u ∈ R m ; (iii) for all r > 0 there exists θ r ∈ L 2 loc (R + ;
Then for all (t, x) ∈ dom W there exists an optimal control for W at (t, x) and W is lower semicontinuous.
x) a minimizing sequence for W (t, x), and denote by ξ j the trajectory starting from x and associated to the control u j . We notice that, since Ω is compact, the trajectory ξ j are equibounded. Moreover, by H.
From Ascoli-Arzelà's theorem and the closedness of Ω, there exists a subsequence ξ j k k∈N converging almost uniformly to a continuous function ξ :
From (3.4) and applying the Dunford-Pettis theorem, taking a subsequence and keeping the same notation, we have for some y ∈ L 1
So,ξ is locally absolutely continuous and, applying the Lebesgue theorem, ξ 
From assumption H. 3.2-(ii), we can assume that for any
T ] and all k ≥ k ε . We notice that, by H. Now, we prove the lower semicontinuity of W . Consider (t j , x j ) j∈N converging to (t, x) in dom W and denote by u j ∈ U (t j , x j ) the minimizers. Keeping the same notation as above, we may conclude that there exists a subsequence ξ j k k∈N converging almost uniformly to an absolutely continuous function ξ :
Then the lower semicontinuity follows arguing as in the first part and the proof is complete. and ξ 0 (·) feasible solving (3.2) on [t,t + 1] with ξ 0 (t) = x. Using again Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.3 on the time interval [t + 1,t + 2], keeping as initial state ξ 0 (t + 1) ∈ Ω, we have that there exist a control u 1 (·) and ξ 1 (·) feasible solving (3.2) on [t + 1,t + 2] and starting from ξ 0 (t + 1). So, we may conclude that for all j there exist u j (·) and ξ j (·) solving (3.2) on [t + j,t + j + 1] and ξ j+1 (t + j + 1) = ξ j (t + j + 1). Thus, the conclusion follows now considering the feasible trajectory, starting from x at time t, defined by ξ (s)
Remark 3.5. Proposition 3.4 ensure essentially the existence of feasible trajectories under the condition (3.6) also called inward pointing condition (i.p.c.). It was later extended to less restrictive frameworks (cfr. [7, 24] ). Such an assumption requires, roughly speaking, that at each point of ∂ Ω there exists an admissible velocity pointing inward the set constraints. Furthermore, H.3.2-(i) cannot be weakened by assuming the convexity of the set {( f (s, x, u), L (s, x, u)) : u ∈ R m } since, in many applications, the Lagrangian is not affine in the control.
In the following we assume that L is a marginal function 
then the supremum in (3.9) is attained for α u whenever J(t, x, u) < ∞.
Proof. Fix (t, x) ∈ R + × R n . The statement (i) follows from the assumption H. 3.2-(iv).
Next we prove (ii). Let u ∈ U (t, x). We claim that α(s) ) ds, and the claim follows. We show next the inverse inequality in (3.10) . Assume that the right-hand side of (3.10) is finite. Thus, the proof of (3.9) is complete passing to the limit as T → ∞ in (3.11) .
The last statement follows immediately from (3.10) and (3.11) .
The next result provide a two-player formulation for the value function of the control problem (3.1)-(3.2). PROPOSITION 3.8. Assume H.3.6 and considerū(·) optimal at (t, x) ∈ domW = / 0. Suppose that ξū(·) ⊂ int Ω and Jᾱ (t, x, ·) is strictly convex in a neighborhood ofū, whereᾱ(·) ∈ Λ(·, ξū(·)) is a measurable selection on [t, ∞). Then
On the other hand, assume sup α∈A W α (t, x) < +∞. Letᾱ(·) ∈ Λ(·, ξū(·)) be a measurable selection on [t, ∞). From Lemma 3.7-(iii) it follows that (3.9) is satisfied along the pair (ū(·),ᾱ(·)). So, it is sufficient to show that with ξū +δ w (t) = x. Since ξū(·) ⊂ int Ω, replacing δ ε with a suitable small constant, we have ξū +δ w (·) ⊂ Ω for all δ ∈ (0, δ ε ). We may assume that J(t, x,ū + δ w) < ∞ for any δ ∈ (0, δ ε ). In order to prove (3.13) , it is sufficient to show that D u Jᾱ (t, x,ū)(w) ≥ 0, where D u stands for the Fréchet derivative with respect to the variable u. For all δ ∈ (0, δ ε ) denote by α δ (·) the measurable function satisfying the statement of Lemma 3.7-(iii). We have Since ε and w are arbitrary, the proof is complete.
Optimal synthesis.
Let h : R n → R n be a diffeomorphism, i.e., it is bijective and continuously differentiable with its inverse. In this section we give feedbacks laws for the optimal control problems (3.7), with dynamics and Lagrangian given by: for all s ∈ R + , x ∈ R n , u ∈ R m , and α ≥ 0
We consider the following assumptions: where we put Q α (s) . = Q(s, α(s)). The following result is well known (cfr. [ T ) ; R n×n ) and P α T (s) is positive definite for all s ∈ [t, T ] and all T > t;
(ii) for all s ≥ t the limit P α (s) . = lim T →∞ P α T (s) exists, is positive definite, and it solves the Riccati differential equation
Such solution is also called minimal (or stabilizing) solution of the Riccati equation (4.3).
In the following, for any α ∈ A , [t, T ] ⊂ R + , and x ∈ Ω we denote by ξ R (·) the solution of the Cauchy problem is feasible. α(s) := argmax β ≥0 (a(β )g(ξ R (s)) − b(β )) for all s ≥ t, then, providedα satisfies (4.5), the optimal inputs (u * , α * ) in (3.12) are given by u * (·) = u R ∞ (·), α * (·) =α(·).
(c) Assuming more regularity on problem data, (4.8) provides a neighboring feasible trajectories result, which basically says that any trajectories solving the dynamics (4.9) can be approximated by a sequence of feasible trajectories which remain in the interior of Ω (cfr. Lemma A .1 in Appendix). 
Then for any α ∈ β : dom W β = / 0 there exists a constantγ > 0 such that, if A is γ-negative definite with γ >γ, all conclusions of Theorem 4.3 holds true.
Proof. First of all, we notice that, replacing h(·) with √ δ h(·), the solutions of (4.4) are the same. So, we formally denote h(·) the function given by x → √ δ h(x). From (4.11) and since ∇h(x) −⋆ has full rank, it follows that |h(x) − ∇h(x) −⋆ n| < |∇h(x) −⋆ n| for any n ∈ N 1 Ω (x) and x ∈ ∂ Ω. Since |∇h(x) −⋆ n| = 0, we have that |∇h(x) −⋆ n||h(x) − ∇h(x) −⋆ n| − |∇h(x) −⋆ n| 2 < 0 for any x ∈ ∂ Ω and n ∈ N 1 Ω (x). From the compactness of Ω and N Ω (x) ∩ ∂ B and the continuity of h(·) and ∇h(·) −1 , it follows that there exists ρ = ρ h,Ω > 0 satisfying
where C α (·) . = Q(·, α(·)). Assume that A is γ-negative definite with γ >γ and let P = P α be as in Now, notice that for any T ≥ t ≥ 0, the solution P T (·) = P α T (·) of the Riccati differential system (4.2) on [t, T ] satisfies, for all x ∈ Ω and s ∈ [t, T ] (cfr. [8] ),
Thus, since e τA ≤ e −τγ for all τ ≥ 0, we have P T (s)x, So, using (4.12) and (4.13), we conclude that for all x ∈ ∂ Ω, s ≥ 0, and n ∈ N 1
Then (4.5) is satisfied and the conclusion follows from Theorem 4.3. Proof. We take the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. We show the following claim: there exist ε > 0 and η > 0 satisfying for all (s Notice also that there exists η ∈ (0, min i δ i ) satisfying [t, T ] × (∂ Ω + ηB) ⊂ N i=1 ((t i , x i ) +δ i int B) (otherwise we could find a sequence of points (s j , y j ) / ∈ N i=1 ((t i , x i ) + δ i B) such that (s j , y j ) → (s, y) ∈ [t, T ] × ∂ Ω) . The claim (A.15) just follows taking ε = min i ε i . Consider now the following differential inclusion 
